
Abstract:- This scientific research article focus that the Philosophy of word “HUMAN”, “WOMAN” shall be considered as having scientifically distinguished meaning and closely associated with “ORGANISM EVOLUTION” in the early universe governed by NATURAL LAW.

This research emphasized that in the ‘Taxonomy’ of origin of Life (in Biology), Human Kingdom shall be considered as the separate lineage distinguished from Animal kingdom, plant kingdom. This research further stipulates than “Human”, “Woman”, shall be considered as distinguished “RACE” having distinguished legal meaning under Human Rights definition before “INTERNATIONAL COURT OF LAW”. It is further focused that the global level organism including human shall be considered as having three gender as described below.

(UNIVERSAL GENDER LAW)

i) Right dot is like male gender
ii) Left dot is like female gender
iii) Center dot is like virgin gender

“The Philosophy of various terms virgin, human, woman, father, mother, son, transgender, elder, adult shall be considered scientifically having distinguished genetic value having varied anatomy and characteristics within the scope of “HUMAN RIGHT DEFINITION” It is the humble submission of the author to the “international court of law” for transparent revised definition for delivering “ERROR FREE JUDGMENT” under the roof of “INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS ACT” for the benefit of future global populations”

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is focused that global level Biological scientists focus that Life on the “EARTH PLANET” began with single cell organism “AMOEBA” (say 8 chromosome) and this has been accepted as universal fact of first organism.
This research focus that organisms like Human, Animal, Plant have already existed in “White mars” (also called as white planet) having only “THREE CHROMOSOME” (Trisomy organism) having genetically varied anatomy and characteristics with distinguished composition of “Allele in the cell”.

It is further focused that ‘Human’, ‘Woman’, ‘Human rights’ have great impact on “Legal meaning” concerned with “Human value” but “International level courts” are delivering so many judgments day to day based on “Human Right Acts”. It is the humble clarification of author that how the global level judgments considered as “valid” without knowing the real philosophy of following:

i) What does Human really means?...
ii) What does woman really means?...
iii) What does male really means?...
iv) What does female really means?...
v) What does virgin really means?...
v) What does transgender really means?...

II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of Human?...

It is hypothesized that Human shall be considered as a distinguished prehistoric ‘RACE’ belong to “Angel family” (virgin population) lived in “WHITE PLANET” in the early universe before organisms started living on “EARTH PLANET”. It is hypothesized that in Human race, male angel shall be considered responsible for ‘Pregnancy’ by laying ‘Egg’. Female angel of human race shall be considered only assisting the male angel for safe delivery. Further in the human race female angel consider having no ‘womb’ in the early universe. The male angel shall be considered as capable of regenerating population due to impact of J-Radiation (zero hour radiation) without involvement of any sexual act with female angel.
b) **Philosophy of “Transgender”?**

It is hypothesized that during the course of ‘expanding universe’ the ‘Human Race’ at one stage consider undergoing **genetic changes** due to varied environmental condition which lead to distortion in ‘gender value’ to become ‘TRANS HUMAN RACE’. The transgender human shall be considered as belong to transhuman race having no specific gender distinction whether the person is “Male” or “Female”. The transgender human shall also be called as “**Plasma Human**” or “**tribe human**”. It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of trans human race shall be considered as the state of transformation of “**MALE PREGNANCY**” to “**FEMALE PREGNANCY**”.

c) **Philosophy of “Woman”?**

It is hypothesized that ‘WOMAN’ shall be considered as a distinguished “**Race**” belong to ‘**species of Angel family**’ descended to ‘**Earth planet**’. It is hypothesized that female gender person in earth planet shall be considered responsible for **pregnancy**.
Male gender person shall be considered simply assisting female person for safe delivery. Further the female consider regenerate developed through womb and egg derived from male gender person.

It is hypothesized that ‘Human Kingdom’ shall be considered as began with three chromosome (Trisomy) and subsequently increased to “46 chromosome level” in various phases of expanding universe. “Human race shall mean Trisomy Organism (male pregnancy); Woman race shall mean 46 chromosome organism (female pregnancy)”.

- Author

d) Philosophy of ‘Human evolution”?...
It is hypothesized that Human race shall be considered as belong to human belong to angel family lived in white planet. Woman race shall be consider as ‘species’ to human race living in earth planet. It is further focused that the ‘White Planet’ shall be referred to ‘Male Gender Planet’ and “Earth Planet” shall be referred to “Female Gender Planet”. The philosophy of transformation of human race into woman race shall be described below:

![Diagram of Human Race and Woman Race Transformation]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upward Gravity</th>
<th>HUMAN RACE (MALE PREGNANCY)</th>
<th>Transformation &amp; Plasma barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Downward Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WOMAN RACE (FEMALE PREGNANCY)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e) Philosophy of “Mother Tongue”?...
It is focused that the various languages spoken on Earth Planet are called “Mother tongue” believing that language is derived from mother and not from father. It is hypothesized that the language spoken in white planet shall be called as “father tongue” stating that the language derived from father and not from mother as father considered responsible for pregnancy.

f) Philosophy of “Male chauvinism”?...
It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of male chauvinism shall mean male responsible for “pregnancy” and female chauvinism shall mean female responsible for “pregnancy” within the scope of human rights definition.

g) “Father” differs from “Mother”?...
It is hypothesized that the philosophy of father and mother are considered as distinguished gender having varied in Anatomy and characteristics and can be treated as integral part of human rights. The Philosophy of father and mother shall be described from the Philosophy of fundamental particles of J-Radiation (zero hour radiation).
THE PHILOSOPHY OF “HUMAN RIGHTS”?…(A New theory on “Human gender”)

(HUMAN RIGHT FAMILY)

a) Photon is like “FATHER”
b) Electron is like “MOTHER”
c) Proton is like “INFANT”
d) J-Radiation is like “LAW”

i) Father is like “ACT”.
Mother is like “LAW”
ii) Father is like “SPIRIT”
Mother is like “SOUL”
iii) Father is like “SUPERNATURE”
Mother is like “NATURE”
iv) Father is like “RHYTHM”
Mother is like “MELODY”
v) Father is like “MATHS”
Mother is like “CHEMISTRY”
vi) Father is like “RNA”
Mother is like “HORMONE”
vii) Father is like “PRESSURE”
Mother is like “DENSITY”
viii) Father is like “CARBON”
Mother is like “NITROGEN”
ix) Father is like “FERROMAGNETIC”
Mother is like “DIAMAGNETIC”
x) Father is like “HEART”
Mother is like “LUNGS”
i) Father is like “INTUITION”
Mother is like “INTELLIGENCE”
ii) Father is like “MALE”
Mother is like “FEMALE”
iii) Father is like “WHITE PLANET”
Mother is like “EARTH PLANET”
xiv) Father is like “JUDGE”
Mother is like “JUSTICE”
 xv) Father is like “GOD”
Mother is like “LORD”

…Author
h) ‘Virgin’ differs from “Woman”?...

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of virgin, woman, human have scientifically distinguished meaning having varied genetic value and can’t be considered at par before the “definition of Human Rights”.

(i)

(VIRGIN)

(ii)

(WOMAN)

(iii)

VIRGIN ANGEL
(Goddess of MARS)

i) Case Study on International Human Rights:

International Law is the set of rules generally recorded and accepted as binding in relation between states and between United Nations. National law becomes international law when treaties Delegate National, judicial term to super national tribunals such as European Court of Human Rights or International Criminal Court.
World Court or international Court of Judiciary (ICJ) is the primary judicial branch of United Nations. It is main functions are to deal legal disputes submitted to it by States and to provide Advisory opinion on legal question submitted to it by duly authorized international branches, Agencies and United Nations General Assembly.

For protection of international women’s rights, International Council of Women (ICW) exist and international women’s day being celebrated on March 8 every year to uphold to the women’s rights of ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, SOCIAL status.

I) All human rights are universal, indivisible and inter-dependent and related. The International Community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasizes.


II) Torture is also prohibited by United Nation Convention against the torture of woman which has been ratified by 155 countries. - Case study.

j) Case study on Women’s Rights:

Women Rights are the Rights and entitlements claimed for women and girls of many societies worldwide. Ancient history of World, Women also headed dominant position in leading the Organization / Govt. Ancient Egypt had female rulers such as “CLEOPATRA”. In ancient Indian History “MANGAMMA RANI” has ruled India very efficiently.

From Biblical study ADAM called his Wife’s name as EVE because she was the “mother of all living” (GEN 3:20). God has chosen a women DEBORACH to guide Isreal(Judge 4:4).

It is hypothesized that from this research article the philosophy of human, women, Trans Gender, Male, Female, Elder, infant, Father, Mother, virgin shall be considered as scientifically having different genetic value and characteristics. Hence each term shall be transparently redefined for awarding error free justice to the future Generation.

It is further focused that this scientific research proposes humble submission before “INTERNATIONAL COURT OF LAW” for suitable amendments to the International Human Rights Act for error free judgments against “WOMEN”, “VIRGIN”.
1) Human, Women, Trans-Gender, shall be considered as the distinguished term within the scope of human rights for error free judgment in avoiding penalty.
2) Father shall be considered as superior to mother. Hence justice to be proposed to the mother can not be at par with father but can be relaxed in magnitude.
3) Virgin (Unmarried) shall be considered as the great leader and godly persons and the limitation of prevailing of international human rights definition shall not be applicable to the virgin population.
4) Prejudiced judgment affecting the political status of women shall be treated as illegal and beyond the scope of international human rights.
5) Rendering prejudiced justice for the cause of caste, races discrimination shall be considered as violation of human rights.
6) Torturing aged women (say beyond 60 years) on political motive shall be considered as violation of human rights.
7) Collecting crores of rupees by legal practitioners as legal fee for catching law point shall be considered as violation of human rights.
8) Willful action, adamantly not sharing of lawful river water with neighbouring states shall be considered as violation of human rights.
9) When wife is faithful, having additional wife shall be considered as violation of human rights.
10) Killing the beloved children for cause of inter-caste marriage considered as violation of human rights.
11) Sending the elders to the Old Age Home shall be considered as violation of human rights.
12) Aborting the female baby in earlier stage within mother’s womb shall be considered as the violation of human rights.

III. CONCLUSION

It is emphasised by the author that global level so many judgements are delivered by International Courts based on Human Rights Act without scientific conscious about HUMAN, WOMAN VIRGIN. It is stipulated with submission that proposed balanced judgement may be varied according to the status of person under object.

(UNIVERSAL LAW CODE)

i) Right dot is like “Common sense” (Proton)
ii) Left dot is like “Intelligence” (Electron)
iii) Center dot is like “Intuition” (Photon)
iv) J-Radiation is like “Soul” (Law)

IV. PREVIOUS PUBLICATION

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.
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